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RESULTS
90 participants were recruited: 28 (31%) had no intubation
experience; 32 (36%) had only Mac experience and 30 (33%)
had both Mac and GlideScope experience.
The APA was as fast as the Mac in the normal airway and
faster than the GlideScope (P<0.01) and faster than the
GlideScope and Mac in the difficult airway (P<0.01). Other
results summarised in tables.

Figure 1: GlideScope Ranger (left) and
A.P. Advance Videolaryngoskop (right)

INTRODUCTION
Improvements in video-laryngoscope design may offer advantages for both
novice and expert users. The new A.P. Advance (Venner Medical, Singapore)
is based upon a standard Macintosh laryngoscope and offers the potential
advantage of being intuitive for those familiar with direct laryngoscopy. It
also has a novel guiding mechanism to facilitate difficult intubation. We
therefore tested the hypothesis that the A.P. Advance (APA) was not inferior
to the GlideScope Ranger (GS; Verathon, Bothell, WA, USA). The primary end
point was time to intubation. Direct laryngoscopy (DL) was also performed as
a control.
METHOD
An ethical waiver was provided by the Institutional Research Ethics Board.
Entry criteria for participants required a previous training in DL and a job role
which includes performance of tracheal intubation even if infrequent.
Previous experience with all devices was recorded. After standardized
orientation, training and practice in line with the manufacturer’s instructions
for the devices, clinicians attempted intubation of a simulated normal and
difficult (swollen tongue) laryngoscopy using the Laerdal Sim Man 3G highfidelity Mannequin. Objective measurements included time to visualization
of the cords, time to tracheal intubation, number of discrete forward
advances of the tracheal tube tip onto laryngeal structures and failure to
intubate. Subjective measures included operator perception of traumatic
intubation (10cm visual analogue score; VAS) and clinician’s preference for
devices following the evaluation.
In the initial univariate analysis, the Mann-Whitney U test was used for
the non-parametric data. Student t-tests were used for the VAS analysis. A
Fisher’s Exact Test was used for percentage of abandoned procedures and
oesophageal intubations. Bonferroni’s correction was used.

Figure 3: Details of failures and user preferences as median [quartiles] or N (%)

KEY POINTS
Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier of time to intubation by simulation
difficulty and laryngoscope

DISCUSSION
The APA was superior to GS regarding intubation time (nearly
two times as fast and potential for airway injury in normal and
difficult airway simulation. Most participants preferred the
APA.

· In an univariate analysis, the APA is as fast as the Macintosh in
Normal Airways and faster than the GlideScope in difficult airways
· APA causes less damage than GlideScope or Mac
· Participants preferred the APA

